High Precision RPPA: Concept, Features, and Application Performance of the Integrated Zeptosens Platform.
An integrated reverse phase protein array (RPPA) platform shall allow the precise monitoring of expression level and changes of proteins and their functional states in a highly parallel manner even when samples exhibit a complex matrix like in tumor tissues and are available only in very limited amounts. Ideally the full workflow from sample preparation to data visualization shall be covered.This book chapter describes the key elements of the integrated Zeptosens RPPA platform. It addresses critical platform and process design requirements, considerations, and elements as well as critical process steps and quality aspects. Sophisticated instrumentation, high sensitivity readout, and dedicated chip and assay handling equipment act in concert with streamlined protocols, optimal reagents, and dedicated lab equipment in the hands of trained users to achieve an outstanding overall performance of the realized system. Based on results from comprehensive signaling protein and pathway profiling studies targeted for preclinical drug efficacy testing and development, it gives an overview of application performance by means of coefficients of variation (CVs) that can be achieved for assay signals from technical and biological sample replicates with this state-of-the-art integrated RPPA platform and process.The Zeptosens RPPA platform has proven to provide valuable biological information with a high level of confidence and has shown its validity in generating sound mechanistic as well as prognostic and predictive information when analyzing cell and tissue materials on the functional protein level.